Probing the structure of supported membranes and tethered oligonucleotides by fluorescence interference contrast microscopy.
Fluorescence interference contrast microscopy (FLIC) is a powerful method to structurally characterize fluorescent objects with nanometer-scale resolution in the z direction. Here we use FLIC to characterize the water layer underlying supported membranes and membrane-tethered double-stranded oligonucleotides. FLIC measurements of supported membranes containing the lipid-anchored fluorescent dye DiI in both leaflets indicate the thickness of the water layer separating the solid support and the lower lipid leaflet is 1.3 +/- 0.2 nm. Addition of cobalt(II) chloride to a DiI-supported membrane quenches the fluorescence in the top leaflet of the supported membrane; FLIC measurements of this system precisely locate the DiI to the bottom leaflet. These experiments confirm the accuracy of the model and parameters used to determine the water layer thickness, demonstrate the ability to differentiate between fluorescent objects whose average position differs by approximately 1.9 nm, and provide a widely applicable method to test the resolution of other high-z-resolution fluorescent microscopies. FLIC measurements of Alexa-labeled double-stranded oligonucleotides tethered to a supported membrane indicate that the DNA double helix is oriented perpendicular to the surface. Complications that arise from uncertainly in the orientation of the fluorophore are discussed. Several improvements in FLIC methodology are described. These stringent tests of the resolution of FLIC and the ability to unambiguously determine fluorescent lipid distribution provide structural insight on assemblies at membrane interfaces and permit the detection of even subtle changes at such interfaces.